Chapter 2

Sustainability and Financing Reform
Social Security is not financially sustainable with its current benefit formula, which promises more benefits than the financing can support. Reform that either cuts benefits or raises taxes or both will be required. The 2015 Social Security Trustees' Report (2015 projects that there will be insufficient assets in the OASI trust fund in 2035, less than 20 years away. At that point, Social Security will have sufficient income to pay 77 percent of scheduled benefits. The Congressional Budget Office (2015b) projects that insolvency will occur in 2031, in part because it projects greater increases in life expectancy than does the Social Security Administration.
In 1994, Steuerle and Bakija (p. 3) wrote, "That future reform is inevitable, and not simply a political intention, is crucial for policymakers and the American public to comprehend." Two decades later the statement is still true, but Social Security reform has not yet occurred.
The options for achieving financial sustainability now, as they were two decades ago, are limited to increasing revenues, reducing benefits, and raising retirement ages (with the benefits paid at the earlier age being paid at the new retirement age). Looking to international experience, Canada has achieved sustainability primarily by raising revenue, while Germany has achieved sustainability primarily by cutting benefits. In its major reform, Sweden raised the retirement age, among other changes (Turner and Rajnes 2016) .
This chapter explains why the Social Security system was sustainable earlier in its history but is not sustainable under its current benefit formula in the face of population aging. It discusses the basic options for restoring and assuring solvency and considers one reform that could be considered a paradigmatic reform-investing part of the Social Security trust fund in the stock market. Canada has successfully implemented such a reform. The chapter considers the constraints that exist if policymakers decide that the payroll tax cannot be raised further or benefits cannot be cut. While adequacy and sustainability involve trade-offs, reforms that are fiscally sustainable may not be politically sustainable if they involve declining replacement rates over time. Thus, the chapter examines both fiscal sustainability and political sustainability in terms of preserving adequate replacement rates.
RAISING REVENUE
Raising the Payroll Tax Rate
Raising the Social Security payroll tax rate is one way to achieve financial sustainability for Social Security. From 1980 to 1990, the rate increased by a total of 2.24 percentage points. The highest increase in one year was 0.72 percentage points, which was the increase in the combined employee and employer parts of the payroll tax. In 2011 and 2012, the employee portion of the payroll tax was temporarily cut by 2 percentage points as an economic stimulus to encourage employment, but then in 2013 the cut was ended, so the payroll tax rate rose that year by 2 percentage points.
In a 2013 Google Consumer Survey, the Center for Economic and Policy Research asked people whether the Social Security tax had been raised, lowered, or left the same at the beginning of the year. Most answered that they didn't know, while 29 percent correctly answered that the tax had gone up. To test the hypothesis that some people would always answer that the Social Security payroll tax rate had increased because they think that the government is raising taxes, the same question was asked in 2014, when no change had occurred. In that year, 20 percent answered incorrectly that it had gone up. Comparing these two results, it can be argued that only 9 percent actually noticed the increase in 2013, with 20 percent in any year saying that it had increased (Baker and Woo 2014). Based on this result, it appears that most people do not perceive a small increase in the Social Security payroll tax rate as part of a reform package as having a negative effect. Baker and Woo (2014) argue that an important reason why few people noticed the increase in the payroll tax was that both political parties agreed that it should occur. Thus, there was no political contentiousness drawing attention to it and bashing the president or the party in power. Consequently, the press did not focus on it as a partisan issue. Had one political party strongly opposed the increase, the survey results would probably have shown much greater awareness of the increase. Thus, the acceptability of the payroll tax rate increase to the public arguably was due to its bipartisan acceptance in Congress.
Raising the Taxable Maximum Earnings
Another option to raise revenue would be to increase the percentage of labor earnings in the economy that is subject to the payroll tax. That would be achieved by raising the taxable maximum earnings level. About 7 percent of workers earn more than the taxable maximum. In 1937, when Social Security payroll taxes were first collected, about 92 percent of earnings of workers covered by Social Security was below the taxable maximum (Congressional Budget Office 2015b). Over time, the percentage of labor earnings subject to the payroll tax has fallen because of the relatively faster growth of income above the Social Security taxable maximum income level than below it. In 2015, about 81 percent of the earning of workers covered by Social Security was under the taxable maximum earnings (Congressional Budget Office 2015b) .
Raising the taxable maximum from its 2016 level of $118,500 to $255,000 would eliminate about a quarter of Social Security's 75-year deficit. It would allow Social Security to tax the same share of earnings that it did in the 1980s, before the surge in income for high-earners reduced the percentage of earnings that was taxable under the Social Security payroll tax (Peterson 2015) .
"Soaking the Rich"
Since its inception, Social Security financing has taken into account equity, in that participants receive a benefit that is tied to their contributions. However, an alternative policy, which can be categorized as "doing good with other people's money" (or "soaking the rich"), is greatly raising or eliminating the cap on taxable earnings and also taxing non-labor market income for higher-income persons. Because Social Security benefits are based on taxable labor market earnings, this change would also raise benefits for high-income workers. To deal with this issue, a cap could be placed on earnings used for the purpose of calculating benefits but not for the purpose of payroll tax payments. Another alternative would be to raise the cap on taxable earnings for workers but eliminate it for employers. Thus, employers would pay their half of the payroll tax for persons earning, for example, more than a million dollars a year, but benefits for those persons would be based on the taxable ceiling for their share of the payroll tax. However, from an economics perspective, it is assumed that workers ultimately bear the payroll tax rate paid by employers through employers reducing their wages below what they otherwise would be, so high earners presumably would effectively bear the employer's payroll tax payments. The United Kingdom has eliminated the ceiling for the employer contribution. In addition, it has eliminated the ceiling for employee contributions, but employees contribute above the ceiling at a reduced rate of 2 percent of pay.
Other Sources of Revenue
Social Security has been financed almost entirely (96 percent) by the payroll tax, and partially (4 percent) by the income tax on Social Security benefits of retirees with higher incomes (Congressional Bud-get Office 2015b). Some people, however, have proposed supplementing that funding with general revenue funding, which presumably would be more progressive, meaning that a relatively smaller portion of the burden would be placed on low-income workers because the Social Security payroll tax is not levied on income above the taxable maximum earnings. Thus, people with high incomes do not pay the Social Security payroll tax on their labor earnings above that amount. Canada, Australia, and Japan all use general revenue funding to differing degrees, and that source of funding appears to work well in those countries.
Several arguments have been made against using general revenue funding to finance Social Security. As Schieber (2012) notes, President Franklin D. Roosevelt opposed it because he believed that a program fully funded that way would be viewed as a welfare program and would not have as much political support. Some argue that having dedicated funding for Social Security provides fiscal discipline for the program because it forces the program to keep within a set budget. However, dedicated funding provides political protection for Social Security, in that people feel like they have paid for their benefits, making it more difficult to cut them. In the countries that use general revenue funding, these arguments against its use do not seem to have merit, though they could still apply within the U.S. political system.
Altman (2015) argues that the estate tax is a legacy tax that could be used to help pay off the legacy costs of Social Security. The logic of the argument is that Social Security has incurred legacy costs because the first generation of benefit recipients, who had suffered the economic catastrophe of the Great Depression, received far more in benefits than they had paid for. This intergenerational transfer from later, higher-income generations to the first generation can be justified based on the economic hardship that generation suffered.
Other sources of revenue could also be used. For example, unclaimed pension benefits in defined contribution plans, assets that have benefited from favorable tax treatment for the purposes of providing retirement income, could be used for Social Security financing (Bruce and Turner 2003) . With defined benefit plans, if the benefit is unclaimed the money stays in the plan, ultimately to the benefit of the plan sponsor who needs to contribute less to fund promised benefits. The money is owned not by the plan or plan sponsor but by the individual participant. Nonetheless, for various reasons, such as workers forgetting about or not being able to find pensions at previous jobs, some defined contribution accounts are never claimed. Using this unclaimed money for Social Security financing would solve the problem of what to do with it, and it would have the advantage of keeping the money within the retirement income system.
Extending Coverage to State and Local Government Workers
About 25 percent of state and local government workers-6.5 million workers-are not covered by Social Security. A proposal to cover all newly hired state and local government workers would finance about 8 percent of Social Security's funding gap (Reno and John 2012). Diamond and Orszag (2004) argue that Social Security coverage should be extended to all state and local government workers. When Social Security was first established, large transfers were made to the initial generation of beneficiaries, who had suffered economically during the Great Depression and World War II. Diamond and Orszag (2004) argue that the cost of those transfers should be borne by all contemporary workers, including the relatively well-paid workers in state and local governments who currently do not participate in Social Security.
Investing in the Stock Market
One way to raise revenues is to invest part of the Social Security trust fund in the stock market. Countries establish trust funds for their pay-as-you-go social security programs in order to smooth out variations in contributions that occur over time, in part due to changes in the unemployment rate. A few countries have invested some of the assets of their social security trust fund in financial markets to improve expected returns and diversify risks.
This policy can be viewed as a form of social security privatization, in that the assets held by the social security program are invested in the private sector. It increases the financial risks associated with the trust fund investments compared to the current approach, but the greater risk of well-diversified investments is compensated for by greater expected reward. A diversified portfolio of stocks and bonds, combined with a strategy of asset rebalancing to control risk, would reduce financial market risk and generally earn a higher rate of return than does the current trust fund investment in government bonds. Investing in the stock market this way would involve substantially lower administrative costs than individual accounts, and investment and mortality risks would be pooled more effectively (Munnell and Sass 2006) .
The Canada Pension Plan (CPP) invests its trust fund assets in financial markets, and the investments are managed by the CPP Investment Board (CPPIB), a professional investment management organization that is independent of political influence (CPPIB 2013a).
1 Canada has achieved independence from political influence through the governance structure of the CPPIB, which is accountable to an independent board of directors.
The Canada Pension Plan invests in a wide range of assets-in 2013, 50.0 percent of its investments were in equities, 33.1 percent were in fixed income, and 16.9 percent were in real assets, including real estate (CPPIB 2013b). The investments include public equities, private equities, corporate and government bonds, private debt, infrastructure, real estate, and other investments. In fiscal year 2015, the CPP earned a net rate of return (after fees) of 18.5 percent. Its annualized 5-and 10-year rates of return were 12.3 percent and 8.0 percent, respectively (CPPIB 2016). By comparison, in 2014, the OASI trust fund earned a rate of return of 3.6 percent on the government bonds that it holds (Social Security Administration 2016b). If the trust fund earned a higher rate of return, that would help reduce Social Security's future deficit.
The Thrift Savings Plan for most U.S. federal government workers is the largest defined contribution plan in the United States and provides a model for how government-managed investing can be done without political interference. It is entirely passively managed, with all its investments in index funds. The CPP investments, by contrast, are actively managed.
A funded system can be invested in government bonds, as is currently done for the Social Security trust funds, or it can be partially or fully invested in financial markets. An unfunded social security system involves implicit future liabilities for the government, while a system invested in government bonds involves explicit liabilities for the government. In that sense, assuming the government has equal responsibility for paying promised benefits in both cases, there is little difference between the two approaches. However, investing in equities would be substantially different in its risk characteristics from having an unfunded system. Munnell (2013) argues in favor of investing part of the trust funds in the stock market. She argues that doing so would make it more difficult to use the trust funds to cover shortfalls in other parts of the government budget. With current government accounting, if Social Security has a surplus of $100 billion and the rest of the budget has a deficit of $150 billion, on net the government has a deficit of $50 billion. If, however, the trust funds had invested the $100 billion in the stock market, that would be considered an outlay, and the government budget deficit would be measured as $150 billion, which provides a more accurate accounting of government finances.
An argument against investing the Social Security trust funds in the stock market is that a pay-as-you-go system is subject to risks that differ from financial market risks. Thus, maintaining a pay-as-you-go system alongside a private pension system and private savings is a way of diversifying risks in a broad social policy sense.
CUTTING BENEFITS
While a balanced approach to restoring solvency would seem to involve both benefit cuts and revenue increases, some argue that benefit cuts for low-income seniors would be unconscionable because, by international standards, the level of U.S. Social Security benefits is already quite low. Generally, proposals for cutting benefits are targeted at future retirees and leave the benefits of current retirees untouched. This approach is generally favored because many current retirees have no way to offset the benefit cuts. Some future retirees could extend their working lives to offset the cuts or they could save more on their own. However, counter to the general principle of not cutting benefits for people already retired, President Obama proposed changes in price indexing that would reduce future benefits of current retirees.
Many people, particularly at older ages, rely almost exclusively on Social Security for their retirement income, and because of that their retirement incomes are quite low. Cutting benefits for those people would cause real harm. For this reason, it would appear that benefit cuts should not be across-the-board cuts but instead should be targeted, such as by excluding people aged 80 and older. This type of targeting is functionally similar to providing a longevity insurance benefit at age 80, which is a proposal discussed in Chapter 3.
Raising the early retirement age in Social Security (62) so that benefits can be received at age 63 is yet another step that can be taken to restore solvency to Social Security. This option is discussed in Chapter 4. We note here, however, that the policy discussed is not an immediate raising of the early retirement age but, rather, an increase that would occur with a delay and would then be phased in. Proposals to immediately raise the early retirement age would be unfair to people near retirement who had made their plans based on knowing that they would be able to claim Social Security benefits at age 62.
INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS AND FUNDING
Funded individual accounts are like 401(k) pension accounts, which are the most common type of employer-provided defined contribution plan in the United States. Each individual has his or her own account to which money is contributed and invested. Funded individual accounts have been used to partially or fully replace traditional pay-as-you-go social security programs in Chile and in some other countries, primarily in South America and in Central and Eastern Europe. With funded individual accounts, the ultimate benefit depends on the amount contributed to the account by the worker, and possibly the employer and the government, the rates of return received, and the fees charged against the accounts.
A fundamental problem with this type of reform involving social security privatization is known as "paying twice." While workers are paying into the new funded accounts, they must continue paying for the benefits already promised in the pay-as-you-go system. Some countries transitioning from communist economies have been able to deal with the paying twice problem to some extent by using the proceeds of sales from state-owned enterprises to help pay for the benefits in the pay-as-you-go system. Obviously, that approach is not an option in the United States, and the paying twice problem is a major obstacle to Social Security reform involving individual accounts in the United States.
If the goal of reform is funding or partial funding, that does not require individual accounts. Funding can occur within the current Social Security program. Canada's partially funded social security program provides an example of a successful reform of this type. With its partial funding, the system is projected to maintain solvency over the next 75 years with no future increases in payroll taxes or cuts in benefits. From the U.S. perspective, that is a remarkable achievement.
With either funded individual accounts or a partially funded traditional Social Security system, the issue of investment risk arises.
Investing the assets in financial markets results in investment risk. (See Samborski and Turner [2015] for a discussion of different kinds of risk.) That is of course true for any investment, including any pension investment, and it may be that the higher expected rate of return justifies the added risk.
A SUSTAINABLE SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT FORMULA
It is commonly argued that Social Security is not sustainable because of demographic changes-the combination of people living longer and fewer births. This chapter contends that the reason is not demography but rather a flaw in the Social Security benefit formula that causes the system to be unsustainable in the face of these demographic changes.
This section analyzes the characteristics of a sustainable Social Security benefit formula in a pay-as-you-go system. Some people argue that the payroll tax rate should not be raised further. Such a policy has consequences for the generosity of Social Security benefits. Appendix 2A, the mathematical appendix to this chapter, indicates that a consequence of not raising the payroll tax rate would be that a sustainable Social Security program would have benefits growing at the rate of real wage growth less an adjustment for the rate of growth in the old-age dependency ratio, which is the ratio of Social Security beneficiaries to covered workers. Many countries, including the United States, are seeking to maintain the generosity of their social security benefits. The current demographics of an increasing old-age dependency ratio, if combined with a fixed payroll tax rate, dictate that the Social Security replacement rate must fall. It is not possible to maintain the current generosity of Social Security with an increasing old-age dependency ratio and a fixed payroll tax rate. This conclusion derives from the pay-as-you-go budget constraint, which is that current tax payments must be sufficient to pay for current benefits. The dynamic pay-as-you-go budget constraint is that the growth in tax payments must be sufficient to pay for the growth in benefits. With the labor force growing slower than the number of beneficiaries and the payroll tax rate fixed, the growth rate in real benefits must be less than the growth rate in real wages for a pay-as-you-go system to maintain its financial balance.
The social security budget constraint limits countries' social security options. If countries have decided that they will not raise the social security payroll tax rate or will not reduce benefits, their choices are further limited. Because of relatively low birth rates and increasing life expectancy at older ages, the number of beneficiaries is growing faster than the number of workers.
POLITICAL SUSTAINABILITY
A social security benefit formula or automatic adjustment formula that is financially sustainable may not be politically sustainable. In particular, the replacement ratio or benefit generosity level may eventually cause benefits to fall to a level of generosity that is not politically acceptable. Some people already believe that that point has been reached. Further adjustments may be needed to maintain the generosity of social security benefits, such as gradually increasing the early retirement age over time. That policy is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. Such an adjustment may be justified as life expectancy and health at older ages continue to improve, while the percentage of the workforce with physically demanding jobs is declining. Many countries have made this change, which can penalize workers who are no longer able to work, often those at the lower end of the income scale whose jobs are low skilled or involve physical labor. Such an adjustment should take into consideration the needs of workers unable to continue working because of unemployment, the physical nature of their jobs, and their health.
An alternative approach is to provide a flat benefit in addition to the existing earnings-related benefit, which would be funded from general revenue (Lind et al. 2013 ). This proposal is similar to the approach taken in Canada and Ireland. A variant of this approach that has some appeal is to provide a flat benefit starting at age 82. This is a form of longevity insurance benefits, which start at advanced ages. They are discussed further in Chapter 3.
CONCLUSIONS
The Social Security pay-as-you-go budget constraint can be analyzed to determine the properties of sustainability for social security programs, either through the structure of their benefit formulas or through automatic adjustment mechanisms. While people disagree about the politically acceptable level of the payroll tax rate, when countries reach the point where further increases in the payroll tax rate are no longer politically feasible, the implications for the generosity of social security benefits become clear. With increasing oldage dependency ratios, the generosity of benefits, as measured by the replacement ratio, must decline. This decline can be offset by increasing the age of eligibility for benefits.
This chapter explains the requirements for a benefit formula for pay-as-you-go social security programs that will assure solvency over the long run. The benefit formula automatically adjusts to economic and demographic changes in a way that is stable and sustainable. The United States has a relatively low payroll tax rate for Social Security compared to other countries, and thus presumably has room for further increases. Once a country reaches its maximum acceptable social security payroll tax rate, a social security system with a benefit formula that sets the growth in average real benefits over time equal to the growth in the real wage minus the growth in the old-age dependency ratio will be sustainable with respect to demographic and economic fluctuations. Social security programs, such as that in the United States, that set the rate of growth of real benefits per beneficiary equal to the rate of growth of real wages, which maintains a constant replacement rate over time, will not be sustainable over the long run because of population aging.
Note
